Make this Valentine's Day thoroughly memorable and make your way down to SHREE BALAJI AGORA MALL, wherein they are organizing a lovely party wherein DJ KUNAL will be performing, followed by a Lavish Buffet on the 14th February, 7 to 11 pm, all at 200 ft S.P. Ring Road, between Tapovan & Bhat Circle, Motera.
To book you passes, call: 8690499499/9227888294/67 or Whatsapp 'hi' on: 9227464614

While DJ Kunal spins the best of beats, you are in for a gala of time and when you guys are done dancing, you can gorge on the best food and drinks. To add onto the amenities, there is ample parking and Strict Security Arrangement.

Catering to the love birds of all the generations, you can also partake in lovely CANDLE LIGHT DINNER at the SHIHAI Restaurant, wherein from the moment you enter, we are pretty sure that you are going to be awestruck by its romantic atmosphere, setting the mood just right.
With an Asian theme embodied all over the restaurant, that is indeed heart throbbing, you can expect the food to be lipsmacking as well!

With a mocktail bar set up inside the restaurant, you can start your course with their lovely beverage - JUMP UP AND KISS ME! Feisty huh? And gradually move onto the belly warming THAI MIN THONG, which is a spicy mix vegetable soup.

Talking about the appetizers laid out; Be it the VEGETABLE SESAMI or DRAGON COTTAGE CHEESE, both would simply melt the moment they touch your buds. Their entrees are equally at pair for, the STIR FRIED VEGETABLE MIN, as well as TAHUH PAD KAUCHAI and KAO SABROT, created a perfect harmony of flavour!
Their dessert is by far, the most unique thing that you could ever get your hands on, this V-DAY; and just as the chefs wanted, even we would like to keep it as a SURPRISE, for you to indulge in.

Whether you want to rekindle an old flame or want to express your love, there would be no better place to re-enact the whole falling in love scene, other than SHREE BALAJI AGORA MALL. Cheers.

Date: 14th February
 
Timings: 7 to 11 pm
 
Venue: 200 ft S.P. Ring Road, between Tapovan & Bhat Circle, Motera, Ahmedabad.
 
Contact: 8690499499 | 9227888294/67 or Whatsapp 'hi' on: 9227464614

